
Hunter/Jumper 
 

In-Gate Steward: Manages the in-gate and allows riders into the competition area. Makes sure 

that competitors know when they’re close to their order of go. Relays competitor info to 

judge/announcer as they enter the ring via radio. Often needs a loud, firm voice to be heard by 

competitors. Works outdoors and tracks competitor numbers on a clipboard.  

 

Jumper Scribe: While assisting the show jumping judge, records jumping efforts and penalties 

on a score sheet while the competitor is on course. At direction of judge, records the time and 

any time penalties after the competitor finishes, quickly adds up penalties for jumping and time 

and records these before the next competitor starts, and reports the results to the announcer. Must 

be good with simple math. Must be able to use a hand-held radio and record results on a 

clipboard. Often works outdoors 

 

Hunter Scribe: While assisting the hunter judge, records jumping efforts and penalties on a 

score sheet while the competitor is on course. At direction of judge, relays instructions for flat 

classes to the announcer throughout the class. Gives announcer final results at the conclusion of 

the class. Must be able to use a hand-held radio and record results on a clipboard. Often works 

outdoors. 

 

Jump Crew: Helps setting up courses and reset fallen poles. Also, may need to rake footing and 

fill in holes. Lifting is required, but not more than 15 pounds. Entry level position, multiple 

people needed. 

 

Hospitality Steward/Helper(s): Assist and maintain the comfort of all volunteers and officials 

(offering drinks, snacks, lunches, etc.). Ensures all coolers are filled with drinks and ice.  Some 

physical movement required and must be allowed and able to drive motorized vehicle. 

 

Announcer: Announces general announcements throughout the day. Relays competitor 

information to the general public. Keeps competition informed who is on course. Minimal 

physical movement required.  Need ability to correctly pronounce names and track information. 

May announce rider instructions for hunter flat classes at the discretion of the judge.  

 

Awards: Setting up an awards display table and to organize the ribbons by division so they are 

ready to be handed out either during a mounted awards ceremony or in the show office. They 

also keep track of who picked up which ribbons and write names on the backs of ones that don't 

get picked up. At the end of the competition, they inventory any remaining ribbons, trophies, 

awards, etc. and give that list to the secretary or organizer. 
 


